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А. Р. DEMICHEV and M.Z.IOFA, "ANOMALY-FREE GAUGES IN SUPERSTRING

THEORY AND DOUBLE SUPERSYMMETRIC SIGMA-NODEL"

Superharmonic gauge which is a nontrivial analog of the

harmonic gauge in bosonic string theory is constructed for the

fermionic superstring. In contrast to the conformal gauge, the

harmonic gauge in bosonic string and superharmonic gauge in

superstring theory are shown to be free from previously

discovered BRST anomaly Cin critical dimension} in higher orders

of string perturbation theory and thus provide the setup for

consistent quantization of CsupeOstring theory. Superharmonic

gauge appears to be closely connected with the supersymmetric

c-model with the target space being also a superman!fold.

В теории первично-квантованной фермионной суперструны

построена супергармоническая калибровка. являющаяся

нетривиальны*! аналогом гармонической калиОровки в О озонной

струне. Показано, что в отличие от конформной калиОровки. в

Ссупер} гармонической халиВровке теория струн в критической

размерности не имеет БРСТ аномалии в старших порядках струнной

теории возмущений и может Выть использована для последовательного

квантования теории. Супергармоническая калибровка оказьвается

тесно связанной с суперсимметричной ©—моделью. в которой

пространство целей также является супермногоовраэием.

(с) Institute for Nuclear Physics



1. Introduction

1.1 In string theory as in other gauge theories an important

problem is the choice of a suitable gauge. In field theory one

can distinguish three types of gauges [1]: (*) unitary gauge

(Coulomb gauge in the theory of vector fields, light-cone gauge

in string theory); (a) time-like gauge (A
o
=0 for vector fields,

*§ ff"
1
'=

y/
g g"

1
' - conformal gauge in string theory); and

(ш) Lorentz-like gauge с 0 ^ = 0 for vector fields, de-Donder or

harmonic gauge in string theory).

The problem of admissible gauges is not new In gauge

theories with non-trivial topology. This question was discussed

in the theory of the antisymmetric second rank gauge field [23

and also for a simple example of the free Maxwell theory on the

manifold of the form M
s
xS* where М

я
 is the 3-dimensional space

[3].

Although in the light-cone gauge the string theory is

formulated only in terms of physical states [4], it is not

manifestly covariant under the Lorentz group.

Conformal gauge in string theory [5,4] leaves the residual

group of conformal transformations. This symmetry is not fixed by

a supplementary gauge condition, and the physical sector in the

case of bosonic string is singled out by conditions

1^1*> =
 <5

no
«*> . n>0 (1.1)

where L are the elements of the Virasoro algebra. Here it is

supposed, that these constraints of the first kind generate gauge

transformations of the theory. Although this is true for the

lowest genus surfaces, the question is more involved for surfaces

of higher genus. In this case the conditions (1.1) are assumed to

define the physical sector in the local Hilbert space of states

associated to the disc D around a puncture P. The amplitudes are

defined as <0|X|*>, where <0| is a (conjugate) vacuum state in

the local Hilbert space, X denotes a functional of fields and the

state |*> is produced on the boundary *D by evolution of the

string on r/D [6]. However, on Riemann surfaces 2: ,p£2 the

operators L,.= # T(z)zk+1 with к = 2,...,3p-2 cL« if p=1;T(z) is

the holomorphic part of the stress-energy tensors when acting on
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the state l»> move the moduli of z_ on which the state l»>
depends, i.e. do not act as generators of gauge transformations.
The amplitude <O|X|#> differs from <O|XEn(*> by some
transformation of the transition function attaching D to zp/D. In
the case of the sphere a variation of the transition function has
a holomorphic extension on one of the two patches. On surfaces of
genus p>1 the transformation of the transition function for
n=2,...,3p-2 move the complex structure (i.e. the moduli mrf of
s . As a result <O|XIill*> - |=<0|X|»> for n=2,...,3p-2.This

relation is a consequence of the Weierstrass theorem stating that
on D there exists a (3p-3)-dimensional subspace of the
meromorphic vector fields which have no holomorphic extension
either to the puncture or to s /D. A basis for this space may be
taken in a form ft" 1,... rt~

< a p~ M >), where t is a local coordinate
in the vicinity of P [61.

These issues are closely connected with the problem of
decoupling of the null-spurions from the physical sector.
Null-spurions, i.e. the vectors of the Hilbert space of states
with the zero norm may be represented as

\e> = L_1 |^> + (L_2 + \ b ^ )|*2> (1 .2)
with suitable |*^> [4]. Physical states are defined modulo
null-spurions. Consistency of the theory requires the
null-spurions to split off the physical states. However, on
surfaces of higher genus correlators of null-spurions with the
physical states are expressed as integrals over the total
derivatives with respect to the moduli ill. In bosonic string
theory the amplitudes are singular on the boudary of the moduli
space and some regularization is required. The usual conjecture
is that the surface integral can be canceled by suitable local
counteterms [8].

These results are also reproduced in the operator BRST
formulation with the conformal group considered as the residual
symmetry group. In this approach the BRST operator Q is nilpotent
on equations of motion and the BRST transformation of the
antighost b is sb = T(z) (hereafter we refer to such
transformations as "truncated" BRST transformations). BRST
spurions are defined as states of the form Ql*> with arbitrary
\x> It was shows [9,8] that these states decouple from physical
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states i*> (such that Qi»>=0) up to a total derivative on the
moduli space.

The above discussion has an exact analogy in the superstring
theory in the superconformal gauge [10]. Let D be a superdisk
around a puncture P on the supersurface s, T(z,s) be the
holomorphic part of the super energy - momentum tensor and v(z,e)
be a meromorphic superconformal vector field on D/P in a local
parametrization around P. The operator

T(v> = § d*zd*e v(z,e)T(z,e>
ad

generate variations «5
y
|W> of the vectors of the local Hilbert

space corresponding to the punctured superdisk D:
6
y
lW>=T(v)|W>. The vector fields v(z,e) can be divided into three

classes : (1) Those extending holomorphically on the whole disk
D; (2) Vector fields extending on z/D; (3) Vector fields which do
not extend holomorphically neither to P nor to s/D. As a basis of
the latter fields one can choose

v
4
 = z"

1
 ; i=1,...Зр-З ;

-*. <
1
-

3
>

v
a
 = ez ; «=1,...,2p-2 .

These vector fields correspond to variations <5
y
 which change

the supermoduli of r. As in the bosonic string theory, the
Hilbert space of states in the superconformal gauge include
null-spurions. Correlators of null-spurions with the physical
states again result in integrals over the total derivatives on
(super)moduli domain. An explicit example of the correlator of
null-spurion vertex with the three vertices of physical massless
fields on the torus in the type II superstring theory discussed
in [11] shows that this correlator is finite and non-zero.

It is known that potentially dangerous contributions to the
correlators of null-spurions with the physical operators may
appear from integrations over the boundaries of the extended
moduli domain (i.e. the moduli domain for the punctured surface
where the coordinates of the punctures are treated as
moduli)[6-101.Usually in calculations of the correlators only
contributions from the boundary of the moduli domain
corresponding to degeneration limit when coordinates of several
vertices coincide are taken into account [8]. In this case the
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integrand has a form of a total derivative with respect to

relative coordinates of these vertices considered as the moduli

of the punctured surface. Diverging contributions to the

correlator are interpreted as originating from the tachion and

dilaton tadpoles and the mass renormalization and can be

cancelled by the appropriate local counterterms via the

Pishler-Susskind mechanism [12,8]. Situation is different in the

superstring theory where the amplitudes are belived to be finite.

In particular, it was explicitly verified that the one-loop

correlator of three massless physical vertices with a

null-spurion is non-zero [111. The non-zero contribution to the

correlator is produced by integration over the part of the

boudary of the fundamental domain of the torus moduli parameters

without punctures Or: |т|*=1; \T
±
\ < j- }. The correlator is

finite, non-local and cannot be canceled by the contribution from

the lower genus (sphere).

This means that in conformal gauge null-spurions do not

decouple from the physical operators and quantization on higher

genus surfaces is not self-consistent.

Here it is worthwhile to discuss connection between

conformal theories and string theory making special emphasis on

the problem of null-spurions. In conformal theories it is well

known how to construct operators of the form

*<N>
= E

 b
n ...rL

L
-n--*

L
-ri*

(sn.=O) * * * *

(* is a primary field) with the zero norm [13]. Constructing the

conformal theory starting from correlators of the fields defined

on the two-dimensional manifold with topology of the disc

(sphere) one considers the "space of states" CL_
n
 •••Ь_

п
 |0>)

with the "vacuum" |0>=». Introducing the "conjugate vacuum" <0l

and the "states" С ̂ l ^ •••
I

n

 J o n e c a n d e f i n e a
 scalar product

of the "vector" and the "conjugate vector". In the sence of such

a scalar product the zero norm "states" I*
<N>
> decouple from the

"states" with positive norm. On surfaces of higher genus this is

not true and the coilerators have the form of a total derivative

with respect to the moduli. However, if one does not divide the

"space of states" into the physical and unphysical states this
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non-decoupling does not result in any contradiction and is simply
a property of the correlators. On the contrary, in string theory
the null states are included in the BRST cohomologies of the
physical vectors and their decoupling is necessary for
consistency of the theory. In this sence conformal theories are
not equivalent to string theories but still are an important
instrument to classify the string vacua.

1.2 Now we shall discuss how the difficulties of the
operator quantization of the string theory in conformal gauge in
higher orders of perturbation theory reveal themselves in the
Lagrange BRST approach in the path integral formalism. In this
approach we use nilpotent off-shell BRST transformations of all
the fields including the metric (or zweibein). In contrast to
"truncated" BRST transformation, the antighost transforms now in
the auxiliary Nakanishi-bautrup field csc

ab
= ib

a b
 for bosonic

string; here we are following the traditional notations of the
BRST approach and denote the antighost as c

ab
and the auxiliary

field as b
a b
) . The gauge condition is introduced in the action as

where g
a
j

)
 is a fixed metric defining the section in the space of

metrics, . P
a b k

= 8
а
]

С

7
ь

+
вьк

7
а"

в
аЬ^к' °

к is
~
 m e

 8frost field.
Dynamical metric g

at)
 and fiducial metric g ^ have the same

Teichmuller parameteres.
In [14] we obtained the Ward identity (WI) for the standard

BRST transformations in bosonic string theory in conformal gauge
in the critical dimension d=26 and argued that the WI was
anomalous

n Z = A Z
 л

 (1.5)
Here Z(g^

b
, x*, c

a b
*, c

a
*; g

a b
) is the generating functional of

the Green functions, Ф* denotes a source for the field Ф; о is
the BRST operator. The anomaly A is equal to

A = c
a
 {sjd

2
zvg •

B e b
S

a b
} | . (1-6)

where the "op" means that the fields are expressed through the
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variations with respect to the sources Ф —> J U ~ ; c* «

Jd*z/g »"
b
 5*

b
. Here #"

b
 (B-1 бр-б) are the zero nodes

(quadratic differentials) of the operator P* conjugate to P in
(1.4).

The WI is anomalous because in conformal gauge the antighost

is the second rank tensor and has 6p-6 zero modes. The anomaly is

connected with the global properties of the theory on

higher-qenus surfaces (cf. [15] where local properties of the

functional measure were investigated and the anomaly was not

found).This phenomenon can be studied on the example of chiral

model [161, in which case the fields take their values in a Lie

group G and a subgroup №=G is taken as the gauge group. In the

case of "good" gauge conditions F̂ C*»] = 0, a=1,...,dimH the

functions P^C^] map the space of fields into R
dimH

. In the gauge

which is an analog of the conformal gauge the gauge conditions do

not map G into R
di1
"
H
 even in the vicinity of the slice.

1.3 Prom the above discussion it is clear that to avoid

anomalies connected with the zero modes of the antighost one must

use differential gauges of the type (ш) where the antighost is

a vector field. Recently different such gauges in string theory

were studied in a number of papers [17,183. Рог these gauges

which can be refered to as the "harmonic-like gauges" in refs

П4] it was shown that the Jacobian of the BRST transformations

is trivial and there is no ghost charge anomaly. Among these

gauges especially interesting is the harmonic gauge studied in

detail in ref [181. This gauge recieved considerable attention in

mathematical litrature (see refs. in [18]) and in particular it

was proved that it provided a well-defined global section in the

space of metrics. In [19] we have proved that in bosonic string

theory in harmonic gauge the BRST WI has no anomaly on surfaces

of higher genus. The main facts about the harmonic gauge in

bosonic string theory are refunded in sect.2.

One may ask if it is really necessary to consider different

gauges in the string theory because in this case in contrast to

the Yang-Mills theory the amplitudes can be obtained in the path

integral approach by factoring out the volume cf the gauge orbits

[201 However, this method works only for a limited class of
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problems connected with calculations of amplitudes in

perturbation theory. In the string field theory the well-defined

string fields are not only functionals of string coordinates but

also depend on the ghost and antighost fields and it is rather

important to introduce a gauge correctly.

In sections 3 and 4 we introduce the superharmonic gauge. We

emphasize that this gauge is not a simple generalization of the

harmonic gauge but its definition requires special discussion.

The crucial point is that (super)harmonic gauges are closely

connected with the non-linear «-models. To introduce the

superharmonic gauge we had to consider double-supersymetric

c-model i.e. the supersymmetric c-model with the supersymmetric

target manifold.

2.Harmonic gauge and BRST formalism in the theory of bosonic

string.

Before we discuss the superharmonic gauge we remined the

main facts about the harmonic gauge in bosonic string theory

([181 and refs. therein). The harmonic gauge is defined by the

following conditions on the metric g ^ of two-dimensional

manifold z
p

Rtg] = Rtg] = -1 (2.1)

К "" 1„ '" *. - * * , ( * * - 2"g
lk
g

r
>-> = 0 (2.2)

Here g_ is a fixed metric of constant curvature R on the Riemann

surface z ,n is the projector on the g-traceless part of the

second-ranlr tensors. P
+
 is a well-known operator in the bosonic

string theory, its zero modes span the space of the quadratic

differentials on the surface s .

The distinguishing and very important property of this gauge

is the deep connection between the gauge conditions (2.1),(2.2)

and the classical solutions of some non-linear o-model [18].

Namely, the diffeomorphism f(z): z—»z'=f(z) which transforms a

metric g ^ (z) into the metric

- 9 -



on the slice, i.e. satisfying {2.2), is obtained as the solution
of the harmonic equation

which is the classical equation of the c-nodel with the action

S = Jd*z/g(z) g ^ z ) ^
t
(f(z» »

п
?{.г)*

п
1
1
(г). (2.4)

Here 7 and r
r

 k
 are the covariant derivative and Christoffel

connection corresponding to the metric g ^ and connection r
r e

k
 is

constructed from g ^ . Using (2.3),(2.4) one can prove that for
any orbit of the gauge group Diff*»eyl there exists a metric
satisfying conditions (2.1) and (2.2). From the properties of the
operator P*in (2.2) it follows that dimension of the gauge slice
is бр-б.

The above mentioned connection between the gauge condition
(2.1),(2.2) and the ^-model gives also the folowing important
statements:

1°. The gauge condition (2.2) is equivalent to the classical
equation for the «—model in the special case of identity
diffeomorphism f

m
fs) = z

m
 (because (2.2) can be obtained from

(2.3) by transformation g—> g = f*g). This observation is used
in subsequent section to construct a superanalog of the harmonic
gauge.

2°. The part F
2
 of the Paddev-Popov (PP) operator F,

corresponding to variation of the gauge condition (2.2) with
respect to diffeomorphisms is equal to the second variation of
the action (2.4) <5

<2>
s and its covariant form can be found from

the second term of the expansion of S in the normal Riemann
coordinates [21,18]

where D ?
p
 = v ?

p
 + « f

r
r
 p

?
q
 and ?

p
(z) is a vector field which

m vn тп г <\

defines the variation of the diffeomorphism z —• z'=f (z) : the
points z' and Z'-HSZ' = f (z)-H5f(z) are on a common geodesic with
the tangent vector ?

p
 at the point z'. Prom (2.5) we have

%^
n
DA

+
 Г

1
^ ) . (2.6)
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Using (2.1),(2.5) and (2.6) one can show that the gauge condition
(2.2) has the locally unique solution or in other words that the
FP operator (2.6) has no zero-nodes.

3°. The gauge condition (2.1) is diffeomorphic invariant on
the slice, its variation with respect to the ffeyl transformations
is

«5R a F ^ = (1 - g^jjuo ,

Thus, the full PP operator has the block-triangular fora

P. 0

•I': I)
and is invertible because neither Pt nor ?x have zero modes.

4°. Symmetric form of the action Sa in (2.5) implies that P2
is hennitian. The operator Pt is manifestly hermitian. Thus P*
has no zero modes i.e. in the BRST formalism the antighosts have
no zero modes.

Following the methods described in detail ih ref.114], we
have proved [19] that in harmonic gauge the BRST WI has no
anomaly. The crucial point was that in contrast to conformal
gauge where the antighost has 6p-6 zero modes, in harmonic gauge
neither ghosts nor antighosts have zero modes. In fact, in
conformal gauge the antighost is a tensor field and the
eigenfunctions of the operator P* adjoint to the operator P in
the ghost part of the action cabPabnc

ninclude 6p-6 holomorphic
quadratic differentials which correspond to deformations of the
moduli but not to the gauge transformations. In harmonic gauge,
the antighost ca is expanded in a basis of vector fields. This
basis is also used to expand the vector ghost ca and this is
known to have no zero modes at p>2.

3. The superharmonic gauge.

3.1 Now we turn to the problem of a suitable gauge in the
superstring theory. Our aim is to construct a gauge with
properties similar to those of the harmonic gauge in the bosonic
string theory. This gauge is expected:

1° to define the slice in the space of the superzweibeins
with the correct dimensionality (6p-6, 4p-4) transversal to the
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orbits of the gauge group;
2° to give EP operator and its hermitian conjugate without

zero nodes thus providing the non-anomalous BRST WI.
The most straightforward generalization of the gauge

condition (2.2) to the superstring case is to add to (2.2) an

analogous gauge condition on the gravitino

Variation of this condition with respect to supersymmetry

transformations gives

and we obtain the PP operator of the form

f M 0
P =

where

M ~- fiT L v v
M
 ~" т i*̂  (лУ~ Ч" "L (Сд) v

w
 "4" Qy^v 4" (v Cî ~ / } J i

z z

Here the metric g is chosen compatible with the complex
structure: ds

2
=g

z
-dzdz. Using the local Lorentz transformations

we can set the connection <*
x
 equal to zero. Then the operator M

takes the form

M = M^+ M
 2
 ,

M = -ig
22
^ a- .

Z ° г z

The operator K
±
 is hermitian with respect to the natural scalar

product /d
2
zVg3v but the operator M

2
 and hence M are

non-hermitian. This implies that the corresponding ghost
hamiltonian is non-hermitian also. In this case the antighost may
have zero modes and in the same way as in the conformal gauge
there is a danger to obtain a BRST anomaly.

Essentialy the same difficulty appears when one tries to
obtain a generalization of the gauge condition (2.2) in the
superfield formulation. The superanalog of the operator P is [221
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where <5v* is a vector superfield (defining the infinitesimal

superdiffecisorphism), s>
ft
 is the superderivative. The hereitian

cojugate operator *>* is

a

= -{*„)"<*{*')* »
e
H

5

e
 , (3.1)

where H
6

a
= E

6

M
«sE

M

e
 is the variation of the superzweibein E

M

e
. The

zero modes of the operator f*
t
 form a basis of the space of the

superquadratic differentials on the super Riemann surface (SRS).
Thus, a natural generalization of the gauge condition (2.2) seems
to be

<*;G>
C
 = 0 , (3.2)

where G
6

e
= E

6

M
E

M

e
 and E

M

A
 is some fixed superzweibein on the SRS.

The corresponding PP operator is not explicitly hermitian with

respect to the natural scalar product

Jd
2
zd

2
e E 6V

a
r)

ab
<5W

b
.

3.2 Difficuties of the straightforward generalization of the
gauge condition {2.2) indicate that it is desirable to develop
some more fundamental principle of construction of the gauge
condition in the case of the superstring. It seems very natural
to take as a starting point for construction of this gauge the
connection between the c-model action and the harmonic gauge
condition. To be precize, we are going to take as the gauge
condition the equation of motion of a suitable o—model
corresponding to the indentity diffeomorphism. A
superdilfeomorphism s

M
(z,e) maps SRS on the SRS and thus we have

to consider a supersymmetric c-model with a supersymmetric taget
space (in the following refered to as double supersymmetric
«/-model or 2SUSY c-model). As the representations of the
orthogonal ("Lorentz") group in the tangent space to the
supermanifold are reducible one can define several 2SUSY
«^-models. Let us introduce the Lorentz-covariant quantity Q

A

B
=

E
A

M
«

M
*

N
E

N

B
 and the scalar product of the Lorentz-covariant

superfields

< M
A

B
: ; N

C

D
 • > = Jd

a
zd

a
e Ё II/ • N

C

D
;; •

Since from the «y-model point of view E is the zweibein on the
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supennanifold on which the fields are defined and Б is the

zweibein on the target superspace they transform independently.

This means that to form a scalar we must convolute the indices of

these zweibeins independently. Now it is clear that there exist

four simplest invariant actions of the 2SUSY e-models

At this stage we are facing the problem of the choice of the
appropriate c-model giving a suitable form of the gauge
condition. As a guiding principle we shall demand that in the
limit when E is close to E the gauge condition would reduce to
eq. (3.2)

(>H)
C
 = 0,

(3.3)

This ensures correct dimensionality of the gauge slice and its
nice properties (tranversality to the gauge orbits) at least in
the neighbourhood of the superzweibein E. There are two arguments
in favour of the action S

±
. First, if we reduce the target space

to the bosonic subspace we find that S
t
 contains the usual action

of the SUSY c-model and thus the usual bosonic o-model
corresponding to the gauge condition (2.2). Second, if we
consider superquadratic differentials, the important component is
H

a

b
 [22], which has the same borentz structure as Q

a

b
 in S

t

Now using S
t
 we shall obtain the gauge condition. Here we

again are facing an alternative. One can partly fix
super-reparametrizations by imposing the Wess-Zumino (WZ) gauge
[22] and look for a supplementary gauge condition fixing the
residual invariance. On the other hand, one can look for a gauge
fixing all the superdiffeomorphisms except for those equivalent
to the super Veyl transformations without using the WZ gauge. In
either case the super Weyl transformation are fixed by condition
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R._ - -1 , (3.4)

where R̂ _ is the scalar curvaure.
Let us discuss the first possibility. Its nice feature is

that in the WZ gauge the number of components of the

superzweibein E
M

A
 is considerably reduced and one can express the

result in the component form. In this case however one cannot
take variations of the action with respect to arbitrary
super-reparametrizations t*

1
 because in the WZ gauge the

independent variations are [22]

st
m
= v"

1
- вг

т
ч> - ̂  " W

Неге Е
ш

а
= e

ffl

a
 + вг

а
х
т
- ^ё е

щ

а
А ; v

m
 and ч? are the vector and

spinor transformation parameters. Varying S
t
 with respect to

v
m
(z) we have

<5V
m
(Z> <5* (Z',0) 6» (Z,e)

Setting in this equation *
m
(z,e) = z

m
 we obtain the following

gauge condition

- £ ,fb'e - e
 e [ e

 m
e
 d_ 6 d]6> = 0

d a b r> с га с •

This expression appears to be rather cumbersome and lacks a clear
geometric. interpretation. The second gauge condition
corresponding to variation with respect to v^ is even more
complicated. Because of that we found more reasonable not to use
the WZ gauge but try to work in the superfield formalism. In this
case the classical equations are obtained as variations of the
action with respect to unconstrained superfields **(z,e)
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(3.5)

Here r
M Q

b
 is the superconnection written in the world indices

related to the Lorentz superconnection o
M B

A
 by the equality 1221

T
B C

A
 is the torsion tensor. Restricting (3.5) to the slice i.e.

setting *
m
 = z™, ***=• e^ and taking into account the standard

constraints on the torsion [22] after some transformations we

obtain the gauge conditions

>
M
G,

3

b
 = 0 (3.7a)

where

Now it is easy to verify that the gauge conditions (3.7) satisfy
the requirement to give eq.(3.2) when E a E. We write G

A

B
 as G

A

B
=

<5
A

B
+ H

A

e
 and substitute this in (3.7) leaving only terms of the

first order in H. Eq (3.7) gives

,а/3р м r b _ a/30, A p b ^a/?^. ц b _ n fQ Pa \

Eq. (3.7b) gives

л
 ь

i.e. H
a
 is r-traceless and can be expressed as

Substituting this expression in (3.8a) we obtain the equation

which coincides with eq.(3.2).
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4. Covariant form of the Faddeev- Popov operator.

Calculation of the second variation of the ©-model action
requires the use of covariant expansion of the action in terms of
normal Riemann coordinates because the gauge condition has a
vector index and the usual (i.e. non-covariant) derivatives would
give a non-covariant result.

A generalization of covariant expansion of the tensors on
the supermanifolds was discussed in connection with calculations
in supergravity [23] and calculations of the tf-functions for the
Green-Schwartz superstring in the curved superspace [24]. In our
approach the superharmonic gauge corresponds to the «y-model for
which both the space on which the fields are defined and the
target space are supermanifolds. In Appendix we derive some
formula used to obtain expansions of supertensors in the normal
Riemann coordinates. To do this we must define the notion of a
curve (and in particular a supergeodesic) in the supermanifold.
This is achieved by the use of the "point" approach to the
definition of a supermanifold [25].

When constructing covariant expansions in the nperspace
special care is requred to maintain not only reparametrization
but also borentz invariance. However, in our case this problem is
circumvented by the use of the quasimetric g ^ s E

o

a
i?

a b
E

N

b
. Now

the action takes a form

S
±
 - Jd

2
zd

2
e E ( - ]

н
( Е

в
" « / ) » Л И

в )
^ '

 (4
-

1
>

Using the formula in the Appendix we have

= Jd
2
zd

2
e E ?

A

The operator P
2 A J J

 is the part of the PP operator which
corresponds to variation of the gauge condition (3.7) with
respect to superdiffeomorphisms. Prom (4.2) one obtains the



part Jd*zd*e E c
A
F

2A1|
c" of the superghost action corresponding to

the super-reparaietrization invariance of the theory. Неге с" and
c

A
 are the super-reparametrization ghost and antighost fields. By

construction the operator F
x
 is hernitian. However, because the

scalar product in the superfield space is not positevly definite,
the gauge orbits in the superstring theory have involved
structure and expression (4.2) is rather complicated, we could
not use the methods of the bosonic string directly and prove that
F

2
 has no zero modes globally. Nevertheless we were able to prove

the invertibility of F
2
 in some neighbourhood of the zweibein Б.

In fact, it follows from (3.7) that E
M

A
 is on the gauge slice,

and taking E
M

A
= E

M

A
 we have

Shifting с ' — с'
у
= сГ- 2с*

п
г,{г*)

а
*>

а
с
ь
; с

6
—* с'

6
= с

6
-

2£&pr>{r
c)Ofi>&c

b с the Jacobian of this transformation is unity э we

obtain the operator F in the block form. The block acting on the
ghost superfields c

6
 with odd indices contains no derivatives and

is non-degenerate. Thus the problem is reduced to investigation

of the operators я_л
+
с

х
 and s>^x>_c*. From the general theory of

the operators on the SRS it is known C2ZJ that if p>1

кег х>_з>1
п>
 = o v n > \

ker a>;a>^
n>
 = 0 v n < -£

Here n is the conformal weight of the superfield on which acts

the operator. The superghost czand c* have conformal weights
(-1) and (+1 > respectively. Thus, the operator F2 has no zero
modes and is invertible. In the saae way as in the Lorentz gauge
in the Yang-Mills theories, sdetF2 can be calculated
perturbatively in powers of the vertices of the form cHc As in

- 18 -



the bosonic case, the super Weyl symmetry is fixed by the
following gauge condition

R+_CE] = R^.CE] = -1 .
This condition is reparametrization invariant and its variation
under the super Weyl transformations is

The remaining borentz symmetry can be fixed, for example, by
imposing the condition that

<*•>«%" - 1 '

Its infinitesimal variation is

where 6L is the parametr of the super Lorentz rotations.
The gauge condition (3.7) is Lorentz-invariant and thus the

PP operator is of the block-triangular form with invertible (at
least pertubertively) hermitian blocks on the main diagonal. This
means that this operator has no zero modes (at least when E*E)
either in the ghost or in the antighost sectors. Thus, in
contrust to the conformal gauge, it is possible to develop the
BRST approach in the superstring theory in the same way as in
sect.3 for the bosonic string.

6. Conclusion.

Here we summarize the main results of the present paper:
1. In sect.2 it was shown that in higher orders of the

superstring perturbation theory in conformal gauge the
null-spurions do not decouple from the physical states. This
means that on (super)Riemann surfaces of higher genera
quantization in this gauge is not consistent.

2. In sect.3 we proved that in bosonic string theory in the
critical dimension the BRST Ward identity in the harmonic gauge
is non-anomalous. Thus, this gauge is as suitable for
quantization as the unitary light-like gauge or the method of
factorization of the volume of gauge orbits in the functional
approach.

3. In sect.4,5 a superanalog of the harmonic gauge, i.e. the

- 19 -



superharmonic gauge was constructed in the fermionic superstring

theory. The important property of this gauge is that the

antisuperghosts so as the superghosts are the vector superfields.

In this case the Paddeev-Popov operator has neither ghost nor

superghost zero modes and one can prove that the BRST WI is

non-anamalous.

4. To find the superanalog of the harmonic gauge we used an

important connection between the (super)harmonic gauges and the

non-linear e-models. The superharmonic gauge is connected with a

double supersymmetric c-model for which both the base and the

target spaces are supermanifolds.

Appendix.

In this appendix we shall derive the main formula used in

the sect.4,5 to obtain covariant background field expansion of

the double supersimmetric «--model action in the normal Riemann

coordinates.

In the bosonic case this technique is based on the notion of

the geodesic on the target manifold and it is rather difficult to

apply it in the framework on the most popular Berezin approach

[26,27] where the supermanifold is defined through a sheaf of

rings of Grassmann-valued function over the open sets in the

topological space. A more convinient approach is that of

refs.[25] which is closer to the definition of usual (not super)

manifolds. The very useful feature of latter is the pointwise

definition of the supermanifold (the two approaches give the

equivalent sheafs of rings of the Grassmann-valued functions i.e.

are equivalent [28]). In this case one can define the length of

vectors on the supermanifold and thus the arc length of the

geodesic.

In approach of refs.[25] coordinates 2
M
= Cz

1
",©^) of the

superspace o?
p
'

4
 over the field of real numbers к are the even and

odd elements of some (generally speaking, infinite) Grassmann

algebra A = A
O
» A^. i.e.

for even and

- 20 -



for odd elements. Here {a.} form a basis of the algebra

А;Г"^* « R. In other words, the superspace R P
'

4 of dimension

(p,q) is the direct product:R
p
'

4
= л

о
»...•A

O
«A

I
»...«A

t
 (р factors

A
O
 and q factors л^э. one can consider the numbers

r™,r™..,...,r^i?r£ k,... , as coordinates of the superspace but
keeping in mined that they enter to all the expressions only
through fzm,eM> сanaloguiosly to the complex analis>.

For an element2
M
= (z"

1
,^) of the superspace R

P
'

4
 the norm

is defined as

P 4
2
 * + пен

2
 = £ nzmii* +

where nzmii and нв^н are the norms of the even and odd elements of
the Grassmann algebra

nz
m
n = E lr™ l

Using these norms the coordinate charts in R
p
'

4
 are defined as

open connected subsets of R
p # q

. These patches are smothly set
together to form a supermanifold by introducing transitions
functions z

M
—* 2

| M
=f

M
(Z

N
) on the overlaps of the patches. With

such a definition it is possible to define a geodesic on a
supermanifold z outgoing from an arbitrary point *

M
 e s with a

tangent vector ?
N
 at *

M
 as a map x

M
(t): R —* z satisfying the

equation:

= 0

X
м
(0) = »

M
 , x

M
(0) = ?

M

or equivalently

X
м
 + x

K
 x

N
 r

N K

M
 = 0 (A.2)

X
м
 (0) = *

M
 , X

м
 (0) = Jf

M

(a point denotes differentiation with respect to t). As in the
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case of an ordinary manifold [21], an arbitrary point ***+ n
M
 on a

supermanifold close enough to »** so that there is a unique
geodesic connecting these points can be parametrized by the
tangent vector to the geodesic connecting #

M
 = x

M
(0) and #**+ n

M
=

х
м
(1) such that its length in the sence of the norm (A.1) is

и? и = /z и?
м
Е *n*

and coincides with the arc length of the geodesic between these
points

1
 У—: '

s - Jdt / 5 nx
M
E *n

2
 .

0
This are the Riemann normal coordinates near the point »

M
.

By successive differentiation of eq.(A.2) one finds x.(t) as
the power series in t

= E c" t
n
 (A.3)

tion r
N |

M

antisupersymmetric parts
If we split superconnection rN|£

M in the graded symmetric and

г

T
 M

 = г
 M
 - (-)

NK
r

NK NK
 v

 ' KN

we see that the torsion T
N K

-
 drops out from the decomposition

(A.3). By definition, in Riemann normal coordinates *
M
(1) = e

M

(the bar indicates that a quantity is taken in the normal
system). Thus, in this system c

n
=0, n==2,3,... . In particular

c
2
=0 means that in the normal system г

ык

и
=0. As in the bosonic

case, this greatly simplyfies the expansion of tensor fields in
power series in ?
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... a.
К. *'',

 J
(»+n) - E

4
 м M l . _ a ... a I

I * * J
The main difference from the bosonic case is that in the

supercalculus one must write all the formula accounting for

grading and extra terms with torsion.

The supercurvature tensor R
M N e

P
f

r
l is expressed through the

curvature
 л

м м в

?
* Н as

о

Here V
M
 is the supercovariant derivative constructed with the

superconnection r\ in the normal system we have

Using the equation

following from c
a
=0 in (A.3) and (A.2), we obtain

where

Noting that the torsion is covariantly constant
 7

M
T

N a

F
= 0 we find

и
1
 NO • 2 U

U N •'"ко
 +
 ^ '

 1
ам 1

KN

Thus, the tensor H
M N a

P
 can be written asH

M N a

"MNO
 =

 ""мма ~ 2 MN •'•ко

J \'- <-)
MN
(M ̂  N» . (A.5)
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Using (A.1) - (A.5) we obtain the covariant expansion of

quantities entering the action S
t

H

J
where vju = sj" + (-) к м ? к «м#и rmK

N
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